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Cognitive performance models attempt to integrate the
findings of two grand traditions of scientific psychol
ogy: the experimental study of information processing
and the measurement of individual differences in cog
nitive abilities. One tradition is concerned with how
the mind typically works while the other describes how
minds differ. To use a statistical metaphor and only a
mild exaggeration, one is about the mean, the other the
standard deviation. One tradition draws mostly from
experimental findings from academic labs whereas the
other draws primarily from population-wide psycho
metric studies of cognitive abilities thought to be
important for success in academic, occupational, and
other life settings.
Information processing theories describe the inter
play of perception, attention, memory, and reasoning
as people Jearn information and solve problems.
Although information processing theorists do care
about the brain, their emphasis is less on brain function
location and more how the brain processes information
during the learning and problem-solving process.
Information processing theorists acknowledge the fact
that not all people process information equally well or
even in the same way. However, the emphasis is less on
understanding the unique challenges of individuals
and more on understanding what we have in common,
the species-typical functions of the mind.
In contrast, cognitive ability theorists focus on iden
tifying meaningful differences in people's measured
discrete abilities. Whereas information processing theo

rists describe llow different kinds of cognitive functions
work, cognitive ability researchers measure !tOto well
those functions work in an individual. Cognitive ability
researchers focus on establishing empirical relations
between specific cognitive abilities and important life
outcomes such as academic and occupational success.
In general, cognitive ability theorists do not necessarily
need to understand how problems are solved as they
are mainly concerned about whether a person can
solve it, and how indivjduals differ in their relative pro
ficiency. By analogy, although a racecar driver might be
interested how engineer describes how a particular car
works, the driver's primary concern is knowing how
wen the car performs under various conditions during
a race.
Cognitive performance models are attempts to inte
grate findings from both traditions in cognitive psy
chology. The goal is to assist educators, clinicians, and
caregivers in providing their clients with (a) a rich
informative understanding of their cognitive strengths
and weaknesses and (b) a realistic and practical plan for
overcoming their academic and occupational difficul
ties. This is not always easy as the development of cog
nitive performance models are still in their infancy.
This introduction to cognitive performLince models
provides Ll broad overview of the main features of cog
nitive performance models. Space does not allow a
detailed comparison of different models. A more thor
ough review can be found in Hunt (2011) and Floyd
and Kranzler (2012).
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INFORMATION PROCESSING
fo process something is to alter it so it becomes more
useful. A carrot is not useful until your digestive system
breaks it down to usable components and discards
what is not useful. Likewise, the raw information your
!.enses gather is not useful to you until your brain

room, you typically ignore all other conversations
However, if anyone in the room says your name, eve
in passing, you often hear it and orient to that person
(for obvious reasons, this observation is known as the
"Cocktail Party Effect."). Thus, even the sound of your
own name is on your brain's Willch list.

breaks it down into elementary parts and then reas
sembles it in ways that make it understandable and
usable. Thut is, f'L'rL"t'J•fioll is when the brain makes sense
of sensation. Much of what occurs in perception is
automatic and occurs without your conscious knowl
l'dgc. When you are aware of whut your brain is per
ceiving, it is called umsciousncss. The processes that
govern which perceptions arise in consciousness are
c<tlled nttmtio11. Sometimes important information
wmes to our attention but we do not need it immedi
ately. Storing and retrieving information for later use is
called 11/t'lltOry. Combining information in memory in

w.:tys that o;olvc new problems is cnlled l't'IISmting. lnfor
mntion processing theories nttempt to cxplnin how

information is perceived, attended to, stored in mem
ory, retrieved from memory, and reasoned with to
solve problems.

SENSATION AND THE PROBLEM
OF TOO MUCH INFORMATION
Much of what information processing theories need
to explain is the fact that our senses gather much more
informiltion thiln we can perceive at one time. From the
myriad of information our brain perceives at .:tny
moment, only a frndion can be the focus of attention.
Thilt is, at every moment your senses Me relaying to
y(lUr br<1in an extr<�ordinary amount of inform<1tion

PERCEPTION WITH fEATURE DETECTORS
Your brain adopts a divide-and conquer-strategy as
it is bombarded with a constant stream of information.
If you ever had <�n instructor assign more reading than
one pt!rson could possibly cover in the time provided
you may have deployed a strategy with a group of stu
dents in the class. Each group member would re<�d part
of the assigned reading and then summarize it for the
rt!st of the group. This works well unless there are
weak links in specific group members' summaries. This
group strategy can bilcknre if the exilm requires you to
intl•grate information across all readings. The brain h41s
similar integration problems.
The brain takes rilw sensory information and differ
ent specialized groups of neurons called fmturt• dt'fcctor
respond to different characteristics of the information
(Treisman, 1998). For example, when you see the capit111
letter"!{', one feature detector says, "Somewhere (and 1
have no idea where, that is another detector's job!)
there is a horizontal line." Another detector, the 70' line

detector, says, "I detect a line ill an orientation of 70"."
The 11()" line detector also reports that there is a line at

<1 110? ang.le. The other line detectors that are respono.;i

ble for detecting lines at different orientations (e.g., 10!,

20", 30<>, ... 160°, 170°) <�II say "I have nothing to report."

Other detectors are insensitive to the orientation of the

about the externnl world. Some of this sensory infor·

lines but instead report when lines are joined at certO\in

useful. Most perceived information is not p<1rticularly

detector report the presence of a 50° angle. Otht!r
detectors that are insensitive to the orientations and
angles of the lines specify where the lines arc in the

m.1tion is sl'll!ded for processing to see if it might bl!
useful and is forgotten nlmost immedi<1tely as it is not

.1ttended to consciously. For example, as you read this
ch<lpler, you <�rc unlikely to have noticed the sensation
of the fabric of your shirt on your shoulder, the sound
of your own breathing, the particular shade of white
used for the paper in this book, or the smell of the
room. Even when you are not eating, messages about
the taste of your own saliva are continuously being
sent to your brain. Fortunately, we are able to ignore
these signals until more interesting <1nd informative
events occur.
Your brain, whether you <tre aware of it or not, is
constantly monitoring sensory information for chunges
thnt might be important. When a sensation on your
brilin's watch list is detected (e.g., the smell of toxic
fumes, a sharp pain of an injury, the cry of a distressed
child, the sight of large objects rushing towards you),
the focus of your attention is drawn to it immediately
.1nd <�utomatically. When conversing in il crowded

angles. In this case, the top of the A makes the 50' .1ngle

visual field. Other detectors report on the presence or
absence of other visual features such as curves, colors,
textures, and movement.
Much of the perceptual information the brain con·
stantly processes remains unconnected until a stimulus
becomes the object of focus in attention (Trcisman,
1998). That is, the legions of feature detectors do not
t<�lk among themselves much (although some tillk to
higher-order detectors that detect complex features).
However, ill the moment of consciousness, the various
features of the object are recognized as belonging to the
same object. The combination of feiltures is compared
with t mplates stored in long-term memory and if "
match ts found the object is recognized, in this case ,1s

the letter "A."
reature detectors are not entirely passive. ThH\
respond to experience and ildilpt to frequently encou

J\·
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tcn. d patterns. They also can be primed to respond to
expected stimuli. That is, the brain is const antly fore
casting what is likely to happen in the next few seconds
and attempts to match incoming stimuli with expecta
tions (Hawkins, 2004). Information that is very discrep
ant with expectations tends to capture one's attention.

ATIENTJON
Attention is often controlled by automatic processes
but it is also deployed flexibly in goal-directed behav
ior. Much of what is perceived is in line with expecta
tions and triggers well-rehearsed action schemas
(Norman & Shallice, 1980). For example, most people
can drive to work without thinking very much about
what they are doing and few attentional resources are
consumed while driving familiar routes. Many of us
have had the experience of intending to drive some
where else on the weekend but find that we have
instead driven "on autopilot" and taken a wrong turn
or two as if we were driving to work. However, some
times, in the middle of per forming a well-rehearsed
action sequence, something unanticipated occurs and
we immediately orient to this new event or stimulus.
For example, if while driving to work in the usual way,
a pedestrian steps into the street heedless o f oncoming
traff ic, we immediately fo cus and taken action to avoid
hitting the person. This orienting response is made
possible by the fact that the brain i s automatically feed
ing predictions (typically only milliseconds in the
future) to the percept ual systems and "primes" them to
perceive particular stimuli. These predictions are typi
cally accurate within a reasonable range. For example,
when a friend turns her head towards us, the percep
tual system anticipates what her face is going to look
like and is typically not surprised. However, if her lips
have fluorescent green lipstick (and this friend is not
typically adventurous with her makeup), the percep
tion o f the color violates our expectations and causes an
automatic orienting response. We cannot help but
notice the unusual color. However, if the color of her
lipstick is within the normal range for that friend, we
are unlikely to notice it at all. Although students' atten
tion is naturally captured by innumerable distractions
(e.g., the sound of their peers' off-task merriment),
good students learn to disengage their attention from
task irrelevant distractions and tune them out in order
to complete their coursework. Much of what we label
"attention" is concerned with the checking our natural
impulses to attend to inherently interesting things
(competition, social drama, romance, danger, and so
forth) and directing our attention toward Jess interest
ing things that have a larger long-term payoff (home
work, performing the duties of one's job, minding
children, and so forth). This function of attention is
o ften called iulril1itiou, as the purpose is to inhibit

r sponding to tusk irrdevunt information that may
capture or hijack our uttention.
The ability to consciously direct the focus of uttention
in the service o f short· and long-term goals hus been
given many names. We prefer the term al t(llliounl coutrol
but near synonyms include cognitive control, executive
control, effortful control, controlled executive attention,
executive functions, and central executive functioning,
among many others (it seems like almost every combi
nation <�nd permutation of executive, coutrol, nltcutiou,
und function hils been used by one scholar or unother). I t
is likely that there i s not just one attentional control
mechanism but sever<�l interrelated <�ttentional control
mech<�nisms.
The ability to monitor multiple streams of informa
tion simultaneously is typic<�lly called divided attention
(e.g., conversing while driving). The abil ity to focus
attention to one stream of information and ignore com
peting signals is called sdcctive attention (e.g., listen ing
to a teacher while other students are giggling). Allen
lioual flueucy has to do with the speed, smoothness, and
ease with which one is able to engage and disengage
the focus of attention without mental lapses while per
forming a series o f simple tasks (e.g., per forming u
series o f easy calculations) or alternating between tasks
(e.g., taking notes while listening to a lecture) . This is
also referred to as task-switching ability, alternating
attention, cogn itive fluency, mental agility, and a host
of other similar terms.
Sustained atteution is a kind of mental stamina, the
ability to control and focus attention over long periods
of time. One kind of sustained attention, vigilmrcc, is the
ability to monitor an uninteresting stimulus over long
periods of time without lapses (e.g., watching the out
put of a factor assembly line to detect quality control
problems). A vigilant person can resist boredom and
stay alert. Cmrcenlration typically refers to a different
kind of sustained attention, the ability to engag e in d i f
ficult, attention-demanding tasks for a long time with
out lapses (e.g., playing in chess tournaments).

It is likely that some people are better at these vari
ous types of kinds of attention than others. However, it
is also dear that most complex activities (such as read
ing Shukespeare and writing geometry proofs) require
that attentional control processes act in concert with
each other. A person's excellent selective attention abili
ties are of little help if the person cannot sustain atten
tion long enough to master a new skill. Thus, it is
typically a person's overall synchronized attentional
abilities that determ ine success in complex domains.

THE UMITS OF ATIENTION
It is impossible to attend to many things simultane
ously. Attention can be compared to a zoom lens or an
adjustable spotlight (Eriksen & StJames, 1986). When
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the light is narrowly focused, a small area is brightly
illuminated. When the light is dispersed, a wide <trea is

Working Memory

illuminated but not as brightly. Most spotlights can pro

metaphor of a temporary storage space for inforrna
tion. Although no metaphor is perfect, this one is mis

vide a compromise between these extremes by illumi
nating a moderately sized area but the center is more
brightly illuminated than the periphery. If we wish to
simultaneously illuminate two areas brightly, we can
move the spotlight b<tck and forth quickly. So it is with
attention.
Consider the task demands nir traffic controllers face
as they guide airplanes safely to their destinntions.
They can focus their attention very narrowly on a sin
gle plane to insure accurate awareness of the position
of the specific plane. This accuracy, of course, comes at
the expense of awareness of other planes in the imme
diate vicinity. Air traffic controllers can attempt to be
aware of all of the planes concurrently but this grand
view comes at the expense of accurate awareness for
<�ny particular plane. What they cannot do is be fully
aware of all planes concurrently and be completely
accurate with regard to any individual plane. There
fore, they compromise by quickly switching their
awareness back and forth between planes. They can
also quickly zoom their attention in und out between a
narrow focus on one plane and a broader view of all
the plc1nes.
Our ability to focus attention is extremely fragile.
Almost any brain injury affects attention. Although
Attention-Deficit/Hyper.Jctivity Disorder is the only
mental disorder to have the word "attention" in its
name, .Jimost all of the majt)r ment.JI disorders (e.g.,
mood disorders, anxiety disorders, psychotic disorders,
dissociative disorders) involve attention deficits of one
kind or another. Even moment to moment, our ability
to pay attention fluctuates considerably. Contrast this
with the <1bility to hear. Tired or energized, sick or
healthy, hungry or well fed, distressed or content,
intoxicated or sober, our ability to hear remains fairly
consistent. On the other hand, when we are even a lit
tle bit tired, sick, hungry, distressed, or intoxicated, our

Descriptions of working memory often invoke <l

leading because it suggests that the information ju st
sits there, inert. A more helpful comparison is that
working memory is similar to the RAM in your com
puter (in that it is a form of memory that is held tempo

rarily in a state that can be manipulated very quickly).
However, if you are not a computer geek, that meta
phor might be confusing. In many ways, a more illumi
nating (if likely less accurate) comparison is that
working memory is like the screen on your computer. It
displays a very limited amount of information at a
time, and counter-intuitively, this is what makes it so
useful. If all the gigabytes of data on your computer
could be displayed simultaneously on the screen, it
would be impossible to sort through it .Jll to select the
specific bits of information relevant to your current
task. Wh<lt makes the screen so useful is that it is
updated constantly to display relevant information
only. However, it is not just a dumb display. The screen
is a point of contact between you and the computer. Via
the gr<lphical user interface, you manipulate images on
the screen to control the computer to do what you
want to accomplish your task. On the screen you com
bine and manipulate information.
Working memory is like an active updatable screen
for your conscious awareness. By controlling the focus
of your attention, you can activate relevant long-term
memories, compare them to incoming sensory percep
tions, and manipulate information internally to make it
more useful. A classic example of this is performing
arithmetic in your head, such as multiplying 9 by 14.
You probably do not have the product of

9 and 14

stored in long-term memory. However, you most likely
do have basic math f.Jcts stored in memory and the
procedure of multiplying large numbers in memory. If
you were to solve this problem in your head, it might
go like this:

ability to concentrate is much reduced.

Activate (i.e., retrieve) memory of the procedure for
multiplying large numbers

MEMORY

Recall the first step: Multiply the units digits

The process of storing and retrieving information is
not the s<lme for <lll types of information (e.g., visuaV
sp<ltial versus acoustic/verbal). Cognitive psychologists
h<�w developed numerous fine-gr<�ined distinctions
when discussing the v.uious types of memory. In this
discussion we will highlight the distinction between
short-term memory and long-term memory. Because
short-term memory has a special relationship with the
nctive processes of attention, it is often referred to <lS

working 11/t'llwry (Baddeley, 1986).

,PSOHPHQWî 

Recall the next step: Multiply the bottom number's
units by the top number's tens digit
,PSOHPHQWî  

Recall the next step: Place the results of the second step
under the results of the first step and shift the result
one digit to the left.

'

36
Implement:
9
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Recall the next step: Add the columns of
numbers, starting at the right.
36

Implement: +9

126

Notice that once the answer of 126 is found, you no
longer need to remember the intermediate steps (e.g., 9
x 4
36). Once it is deemed unnecessary, this informa
tion can be forgotten or d umped from your memory.
Information in working memory is very vulnerable to
interference. Unless constantly maintained via con
scious rehearsal, the information is likely to be forgot
ten with 10 to 30 seco nds. I f new information captures
attention, the previous contents o f working memory
are likely to be forgotttm much more quickly. If the
memory is kept active long eno ugh or if it is processed
deeply or vividly, it is possible that it will stored in
more robust coding system . That is, it will enter long
term memory.
=

Long-Term Memory
Whereas working memory holds recently activated
information for a matter o f mere seconds, long-term
memory lasts for minutes, hours, days, weeks, years, or
even a lifetime. There are many d iffer ent kinds of long
term memory. Explicit memory (or declarative memory)
can be articulated verbally. Two types are explicit mem
ory are episodic memory, the memory of particular
events (e.g., your first kiss) and semnutic memory, the
memory of particular facts (e.g., that Antarctica is an icy
continent that surrounds the South Pole). Implicit
memory is difficult to articulate verbally but is
expressed indirectly via behavior. Two types of implicit
memory are conditioned responses (e.g., after recently
being bitten by a dog, you feel jumpy at the sight o f
any dog, even one that i s calm, far away, and on a
leash) and JlrOCcdurnl memory, the memory of how to
implement a sequence of motor actions skillfully (e.g.,
riding a bicycle). Retrospective memory is about past
events whereas prospective memory is about remember
ing to implement plans in the future (e.g., go to the
dentist at 2 P.M. today).
Information in long-term memory is processed in
various stages. Information is encoded by perceptual
functions o f the brain. Different aspects of an object are
bound together and elaborated upon when attended to
in consciousness. The object is compared and con
trasted with previously encountered objects stored in
memory. The memory of the object is abstracted and
consolidated (the essen tial fea tures arc analyzed and
stored in a durable code that can be retrieved later).
When needed, the memory o f the object can be
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retrieved. This process is not like the playback of a
video. Rather, the various features of the object have
been stored separately and must be reassembled in
working memory. Thus, remembering is an act of
reconstruction rather than an act of reproduction. O f
course, memory errors can occur a t any o f these stages.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
IN COGNITIVE ABILITIES
People have always known that not everyone has the
same level or pattern of cognitive abilit ies. When psy
chologists conduc ted the first scientific studies of cogni
tive abilities, one o f the first nonobvious findings to
emerge was that all cognitive abilities were positively
correlated. That is, i f we know some o f an individual's
cognitive abilities, we can forecast the unmeasured
abilities with better-than-chance accuracy. I f a person
has an excellent vocabulary and good logical reasoning,
it is likely that the person also has above average spatial
reasoning, is more creative than average, and has a
faster reaction time than average. Some of these predic
tions might turn out to be false but such predictions
will turn out to be correct more often than not. Some
interpret the finding that cognitive abilities are posi
tively correlated as evidence that there is something
called general iutdligence.
IQ tests are designed to measure general intelli
gence. They test a wide variety of cognitive abilities
and then average the scores to est imate what the tests
measure in common (i.e., gen eral intelligence) . A per
son with high general intelligence is likely to perform
above average on most cognitively demanding activi
ties. A person with low general intelligence is likely to
have difficulty in general in almost any domain requir
ing learning, judgment, or reasoning.
Not all researchers believe that general intelligence
is a helpful explanation for the positive correlations in
ability. The issue is hotly debated and the evidence for
either side of the debate is less than compelling. The
point of agreement, however, is that general intelli
gence is not the only ability that exists and it is not the
only ability that matters.
All researchers accept that cognitive abilities tend to
be positively correlu.ted. They also know that some cog
nitive u.bilities are more correlated than others. That is,
certain cognitive abilities tend to duster together in
meaningful ways. For example, if a person has diffi
culty with language comprehension, a prediction that
the person also has deficits in general knowledge (i.e.,
knows few facts that his or her culture deems im por
tant) is more likely to be accurate than the prediction
that the person has difficulty concentrating. Clusters of
highly similarly and correlated specific abilities are
often called broad abilities.
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Many lists of broad abilities have been proposed by

hypothesized to be acquired via investment of fluid

psychologists over the last century. In the last 20 years,

intelligence during the learning process. The abbrevia.

researchers have come to a tentative consensus about
the broad abilities that must be included in any success

tions for these abilities (Gf and Gc, respectively) reflect

ful theory of cognitive abilities. The field is not unani
mous but it is now more unified than it has ever been
in the past. The unification occurred when Carroll

(1993) produced a convincing demonstration that one
of the many competing models of cognitive abilities
was largely correct, the Horn-Cattell model. Carroll's
demonstr.:�tion was accomplished by re-analyzing hun
dreds of datasets that measured the relations between
various cognitive abilities. The dat.:�scts he analyzed
were collected over the span of many decades and con
sisted of all of the relevant studies Carroll could iden
tify

at

that

time.

Carroll

made

a

number

of

modifications to the Horn-Cattdl model. Some of these
were minor but a major difference is that Carroll
believed that general intelligence is a real ability
whereas Horn and Cattell believed that it was an
unnecessary concept and that there were better expla
niltions of the positive corrclc1tions between cognitive
abilities. Despite their difference of opinion, Horn and
Carroll

.1greed

to haw their two theories yoked

together under a common fmmework. The integration,
Kcomplished primilrily by McGrew (1Y97,

•

2005,

2009),

is known as the Cattell-Horn-Carroll theory of cogni
tive abilities {CHC theory). The most recent summary
of CHC theory is that by Schneider and McGrew

(2012).

that they arc general abilities. That is, they are not tied
to any particular sensory system, academic subject, or
occupational skill. They influence a very wide set of
skills.

FLUID INTELLIGENCE (GF)
fluid intelligence is the ability to solve unfamiliar
problems using logical reasoning. It requires the effort
ful control of attention to understand what the prob
lem is and to work toward a logically sound answer.
People with high fluid intelligence are able to figure out
solutions to problems with very little instruction. Once
they have found a good solution to a problem, they ilre
able to see how it might apply to other similar prob
lems. People with low fluid intelligence typically need
hands-on, structured instruction to solve unfamiliilr
problems. Once they have mastered a certain skill or
solution to a problem, they may have trouble seeing
how it might apply in other situations. That is, their
newfound knowledge does not generalize easily to
other situations.
Fluid intelligence appears to have a special relation
ship with working memory capacity. Working memory
is the site where difficult problems are solved for the
first time. It is possible to have high fluid inteJJigence
with only middling working memory capacity and it is
possible to have low fluid intelligence with excellent

CArrELL'S GF-GC THEORY
After conducting many studie

working memory capacity. However, people
on general intelli·

gence and rl'ading milny more studies conducted by
others, Raymond Cattell {19-13) noticed an interesting

with

excellent short-term memory capacity and good control
of their attention seem appear to have a significant
ildvantage in solving novel problems.

pattern of results. Ct!rtain abilities tended to be ilffected
by brain injuries more than other!>. These abilities were
also the ones most likely to decline in old age. Further
more, these abilities tended to be measured by tests
!hilt n.'tluircd rl'asoning and did not require much pre
viously il'arncd knowledge. Indeed, some of them

CRYSTALLIZED INTELLIGENCE {Gc)
Crystalli;wd

intelligence is acquired

knowledge.

When pcoplt? solve important problems for the fir t
time, they typically remember how they did it. The sec

were useful for measuring cognitive abilities in cross

nnJ time the problem is t?ncountered , the solution is

cultural research.

retrieved from memory rather than recreated anew

Knowledge ll>sts measure !>kills and information that

.-.rc highly valued by one's culture. for this reason, they

arc

not

useful

for cross-cultural research.

Cattell

noticed that such knowledge tended to remain rl'la

using fluid intelligence. However, much of what consti
tlltes crystallized intelligence is not the memory of
!>Olutions we personally have generated but the aC,]Ui·
sition of the cumulative wisdom of those who have

tively intact after brain injuries and did not decline

gone bcfon: us. That is, we are the intellectual heirs of

much as people age.

illl of the savants and geniuses throughout history.

Cattell hypothesized that the reason for these find·

What th�:y athieved with fluid intelligence adds to ou r

ings was that there was not onl' general intelligence but

crystilllizcd intelligence. This is why ewn an average

two general intelligences: fluid intelligence <1nd crystal·

l'ngincL' r

lized intelligence. Fluid intelligence was thought to

L· an

design

machines

that

would

have

astounded Galileo, or even Newton. It is why ordinary

represent the natural raw talent and overall biological

high sd1ool students can use algebra to solve problems

intc.•grity of the brain. Crystallized intelligence was

that b,1flll'd the great Greek mathematicians (who, for
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lack of a place-ho lding zero, could multiply large num
bers only very clumsily).
Crystallized intelligence, broadly speaking, consists
of one's understanding of the richness and complexity
of one's native language and the general knowledge
that members o f one's culture consider important. Of
all the broad abil ities, crystallized intelligence is by far
the best single predictor of ilcademic and occupational
success. A person with a rich vocabulary can communi
cate more clearly and precisely than il person with a n
impoverished vocabulary. A person with a nuanced
understilnding of language can understand and com
municate complex and subtle ideas better than a per
son with only a rudimentary grasp of language. Each
bit of knowledge can be considered a tool fo r solving
new problems. Each fact learned enriches the i ntercon
nected network of associations in a person's memory.
Even seemingly useless knowledge often has hidden
virtues. For example, few adults know who Gaius and
Tiberius Gracchus were (Don't feel bad if you do not!).
However, people who know the story o f how they
tried and failed to reform the Roman Republic are
probably able to understand local and national politics
far better than equally bright people who do not. It is
not the case that ignorance of the Gracchi brothers
dooms anyone to folly. It is the case that a well-articu
lated story from history can serve as a template fo r
understanding similar events in the present.

HORN'S EXPANSION OF GF-GC THEORY
Cattell's student and collabo rator, John Horn, con
ducted the first direct test o f his mentor's theory.
Horn's (1965) dissertation confirmed some of Cattell's
ideas about fluid and crystallized intelligence, but i t
also suggested that the theory needed elaboration.
Over the course of his career, Horn refined Gf-Gc the
ory several times, sometimes in collabo ration with Cat
tell, sometimes not, and sometimes with other
cognitive ability scholars (Cattell, 1987; Horn & Blank
son, 2005; Horn & Cattell, 1%6). In honor of the origi
nal theory, the model reta ined the name of Gf and Gc,
but it identified a number of other broad abilities that
Horn believed were just as important as Gf and Gc.
Horn and Cattell identified abilities that were linked to
specific perceptual systems. Although these abilities are
not as broad as Gf and Gc, they are still very broad and
thus are nbbreviated with G, which stands for "gen
eral." They also distinguished between various mem
ory-related abilities and abilities linked to the speed of
information processing. In this discussion, the names
and abbreviations are fro m modern CHC theory (see
Schneider & McGrew, 2012) instead o f the slightly dif
ferent terms and abbreviations used by Horn.

DOMAIN-SPECIFIC ABILITIES

VISUAL-SPATIAL ABILITY {GV)
General visual-spatial ability consists of many different
specific perceptual capabilities that are similar in that
they all deal with complex processing of visual infor
mation (although touch and hearing sometimes play a
role in visualizing objects and locating them in space).
Rather, visual-spatial ability is not visual acuity
peo ple with impaired vision often have excellent
visual-spatial skills. Visual-spatial ability has to do with
perceiving complex visual patterns, visualizing objects
as they might appear fro m different angles, and being
aware of where things are located in space, including
oneself. Visual-spatial ability is in the "minds eye."
People with high levels of Gv are able to use their
visual imagination to see more than what is befo re
them. If they see part of a n object, they imagine what
the res t of it looks like. If they see it from one angle,
they imagine how it would look from ano ther, mentally
rotating it in space. If they see a tool, they generate a
moving image to simulate its operation. I f they see a
complex image, they mentally break it down to smaller,
more basic parts (lines, angles, curves, basic 20 and 3D
shapes such as triangles, rectangles, ellipses, spheres,
cubes, and cylinders) and then mentally reassemble the
parts to form a three-dimensional internal mental
model. Their mental models are accurate which allows
them to answer ''what-if" questions (What if this stick is
used like a lever to pry this stuck drawer loose? Will it
pry the struck drawer loose or will it break the stick?
Will it damage the drawer?). These mental simulations
(movies in the mind's eye) allow people to experiment
with various courses of action rapidly and inexpen
sively in mental space so that fewer trial-nnd-error
solutions need be attempted in physical space and
time.
People with low levels of Gv, are less able to perform
mental simulations in working memory and thus have
difficulty knowing how something will look until it is
physically moved. While working with objects, they
must rely more o n trial-and-error problem-solving
methods. While navigating, they must rely on memory
of landmarks instead o f using a mental map of their
location in space.

AUDITORY PROCESSING (GA)
Auditory processing is the ability to make use of
nonverbal information in sound. I t is the ability to dis
tinguish between sounds by their volume, pitch, and
tonal quality. I t is the ability to hear the melody in
music and the rise and fall of pitch in ordinary lan
guage. It is the ability to hear the difference between
phonemes in speech (e.g., hearing the difference
between "pat" and "bat"). Although auditory process
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ing is a precursor ability for oral language comprehen
sion, it is not language comprehension itself (that is

order cognition related to taste and presumably would
be analogous to olfactory processing.

Gc). It is not sensory acuity, either. As vision is to visual

Analogous to domain-specific abilities related to per.

ization, hearing is to auditory processing. Auditory
processing is what the brain does with sound after it

ception, there may be higher-order cognitive abilities

has been detected, sometimes long after i t has been

related to motor functions. Psychomotor abilities (Gp)
would include conscious control of muscle movement

heard. Thus even people who have suffered hearing

(e.g., aiming a ball at a target, playing the piano), the con.

loss, like Beethoven at the end of his l i fe, can use their
Ga abilities to simulate new sounds i n their heads.

scious control of body movement to maintain balance,
and other movements that require higher order cogni

People with high Ga, i f they like music, have a richer

tion.

appredation of the sounds in music because their per
ception of sound is more nuanced. They hear varia
tions in volume, pitch, rhythm, and sound texture that
people with low Ga cannot distinguish. People with
high Ga have an advantage in learning foreign lan
guages because they can hear subtle variations in pho
nemes (units of speech sounds) that differ across
languages. People with low Ga abilities have difficulty
pronouncing words with <�nything other than the pho
nemes from their native language. The ability to heJr
individual speech sounds distinctly gives people with
high Ga an edge in learning to read alphabetic writing
systems. People with low Ga are nt risk of developing
phonological dyslexia

cause it is hard for them to

understand how individual letters correspond to indi
vidual phonemes, especially in long words. This puts
them at a disadvantage in sounding out unfamiliar
words.

MEMORY-RELATED ABILITIES
There are many differen t kinds of memory but the pri
mary distinction in CHC theory is between short and
long-term memory.

SHO RT·TERM MEMO RY (GSM)
The working memory system encompasses tempo
rary storage and manipulation of information via atten

2007). In terms of
individual differences, it is possible to measure two dis

tional control (Unsworth & Engle,

tinct abilities. First, people differ in how much informa
tion they can store in working memory if few demands
on attention are made. The classic measures of this abil
ity are memory span tests in which people must repeat
back increasingly long sequences of random numbers,
letters, or words. Working memory capacity has to do

OTHER ABILITIES RELATED TO SPECIFIC SENSORY
MODALITIES AND MOTO R FUNCTIONS
It is likely that sumcthing analogous to Gv nnd Ga
exists for each of the major senses. We know wry little
ubout these abilities because they are di fficult to mea
sure nnd few researchers hnve devoted sustained
efforts to understand them.
Ht�ptic processing (Gh) refers to higher-order cogni
tive related to touch (e.g., visualizing and nnming
objects by touch alone). Kinesthetic processi ng (Gk)
n fers to higher-order cognition related to propriocep

..

tion (awmeness of limb position and movement). Pre
sumably this is what da ncers und athletes use to
employ to .1 chicve artistry in their profession. It may be
what people usc to imitate the movements of others
Jccuratcly. It may also refer to what is known us
dynamic touch (Turvey, 1996), which is the ability to
infer characteristic of objects by moving them (e.g.,
hefting a hammer

with how well people can maintain i n formation in
working memory if they must simultaneously deploy
attentional resources to manipulate information. For
example, if a string of letters is presented in random
order, having to repeat them back in alphabetical order
requires more attentional resources than repea ting the
letters back i n the same order as they are heard. The
letters must be maintained in memory, usually by sub
vocal rehearsal (saying them over and over in one's
head), and at the same time attentional resources are
used to sort the letters.
People with high Gsm arc able to engage in multi
step problem-solving without getting lost in the pro

cess and making careless errors. They are able control

the focus of attention adnptively and flexibly, depend
ing on the needs of the moment. People with low Gsm
are likely to make careless errors when performing
.mention demt�nding tasks. They are highly vulnerable
to distr<�ction because once there is a small lapse of

fore using it) and hitting them

attention, the information they were using in working

(e.g., tapping a pinata with a bat before swinging at it).

memory is likely to be lost. This wcnkncss results in dif

Olfactory processing (Go) has to do with higher-order
cognition related to smell (e.g, being nbout to identify
plants, food, and other objects from odors, knowing
when fruit is ripe or rotten from smell, even the ability
to diagnose certain medical conditions from particular
odors). Gustatory processing (Gg?) would be higher-

ficu lties in planning, implementing planned actions,
und following through on plans until they arc com
pleted successfully. Sometimes people with low Gsm
find planning effortful and unpleasant. The pnyoff for
planning is lessened because their plans are less likely
to be carried o ut successfully. Thus, people with low
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Gsfll often prefer to "tnke life ns it comes" and live

move a limb quickly). The remilining two speed filctors

ontnneously. Of course, other factors unrelated to

uppear at first glilnce to be very much alike. However,

fll, such as personnlity preferences, can play an even

larger role in influencing how much a person prefers to
plan.

they have very low correlt�tions with each other, sug
gesting that they reprL>Sent very different aspects of
mentill speed.

LONG- RM MEMORY

RE ACTION AND DECISION TIME {GT)

An important distinction in long-term memory abili
ties is between the ability to Ienrn efficiently and the
ability to retrieve information fluently from long-term

Tasks in which this ability is measured ilre among
the simplest tests ever devised. For exnmple, in one
test, a person is given a box with two buttons. When

memory. People who can learn efficiently can J.ssociate
new information with previously acquired knowledge.
One of the most important ways in which they learn

fl\Ore efficiently is that they tend to remember the gist
of things (i.e., distinguish between essential and non
essential detnils). Doing so requires some combination
of fluid and crystallized knowledge. This is why people
who reason well and who have broad knowledge tend
to learn new information more efficiently. They see the
logical connections between the new information and
what they already know. The greater the number of
connections, the more likely the new information will
be retained permanently and used in the future. People
who can retrieve memories fluently tend to speak flu
ently <tnd often read fluently. A type of retrieval flu
ency called divcrgmt produclimt (being able to generate
many responses to a prompt such as "n<�me as many
kinds of sports as you can" or "come up with as many
ways as you can to use a pencil") appears to be an
important

component

of

creativity

(Kaufman,

Kaufman, & Lichtenberger, 2011). Deficits in a fluency
ability called llm11i11g flumcy (the ability to identify well
known objects quickly and easily) are associated with
reading comprehension

problems (Neuhaus, Foor

man, Fra ncis, & Carlson, 2001), in part because the act
of reading involves "naming" (identifying) printed
words.

ever one of the buttons lights up, the person hits the
button as quickly as possible. In another test, a two
lines flash briefly on the computer screen. One line is
clearly longer than the other one. The person indicates
which line is longer. The task is repeated many times.
The duration of the display becomes shorter and
shorter until the person can no longer tell which line is
the longer of the two (i.e., the person's accuracy is at
chilnce levels). These kinds of tests are so simple that
they are called dcmclllary cog11itive tasks. They are used
by reseil rchers working to discover the essential cogni
tive roots of intelligence. The working hypothesis of
this research is that the essence of general intelligence
will be understood by breaking complex tilsks down
into very simple steps ilnd measuring the millisecond
speed of these simple perceptions and decisions.
Research has reported that the correlations of such sim
ple elementary cognitive tusks with IQ tests is surpris
ingly high (around 0.4). This suggests that a significant
portion of what causes differences in overall intellec

tual ability is due to the speed ill which basic percep
tual processes executed. Although a correlation of 0.40
is meani ngfully large, it must be put in proper context.
This means that ilpproximiltely 16% (.40 squared; the
coefficient of determination) of general intelligence is
related to performance on Gt tasks. Clearly this means
that G t abilities do not provide the whole explanation
of intelligence, however intriguing the findings in this

GENERAL COGNITIVE SPEED

ilrea of research.
People with fast reaction ilnd decision times and per

Before cognitive ability research was conducted on the

ception speeds are better able to perform complex tasks

speed at which people could perform various tasks, i t

such as flying fighter planes. Note that people who

was not entirely clear whether speediness would

perform well on decision speed tests are not necessarily

emerge as an ability distinct from other kinds of abili

hasty people who make rash decisions. They perceive

ties. For example, it is possible that people who reason

<tnd respond to events and stimuli quickly when that is

well also reason quickly and that the speed is irrele

the required task demand. When making importilnt

vant. It WilS also not obvious whether there would be a

decisions, they are no more likely to rush into risky

single mental speed ability, several speed abilities, or
one speed ability for each kind of task. Research has

investments or ill-advised marriages than anybody
else.

factors and i1 one psychomotor speed filctor. The speed/
fluency of memory retrieval has illready been

PROCESSING SPEED (GS)

described. The psychomotor speed factor is the speed
ill which people Ciln perform fine motor tusks (e.g.,

person performs a very simple task repeatedly (e.g.,

press a button quickly, articulute word sounds quickly,

underlining all of the 3s on a paper full of single digit

suggested that there ilre ill leilst three cognitive speed

This broad ability is measured by tasks i n which a
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numbers). Such tasks are so sim ple that a lmost anyone

can com plete them without error if they were given

unlimited time to complete the task. It might seem that
such tasks are just like the tasks described in the Gt sec
tion. However, there is an importa nt difference. ln the

Gt tasks, each stimulus is presented one-at-.1-time and

the experimenter controls the ra te of presentation. rn
Gs tasks, the s ti muli a re p rese n ted all at once on a

screen or a p iece of paper. The evaluee then sets his or
her own sustained pace in completing the items. ln the
Gt tasks, the role of attentional control is minimized,
.:tlthough the evaluee must remain rea sonably v i gila nt.
To minimize di ffe re nces in vigilance, a cue, such <ts a
cross in the center of the screen, flashes so that <tn eval
uee with a me.:�ndering mind will re-orient to the task

before the next item <tppears. ln Gs t< sks, there <tre no

OTHER KINDS OF ACQUIRED
KNOWLEDGE (GKN, GRW, AND GQ)
For Horn and Cattell (1966), crys tallized intelligence
origi nally encompassed a ll acqui red knowledge . Later
in their careers, however, they independ ently had rnis.

givin gs about the u nitary nature of Gc (Cattell, 1987;

Horn & Blankson, 2005). There seems to be somethi ng
di fferent about general knowledge (measured by Gc
tests) and knowledge that can only come from deep
involvement with a subject matter. In particula r,
ex perts in a subject seem to be able to maintain huge
a mou nts of informntion in working memory as they
solve problems related to their field of expertise. When
(aced with problems outside their area of maste ry,

experts no longe r are able to perform extraord i na ry
feats of memo ry. For this reason, CHC theory distin

such safegua rds . Peopll' with problems of attention<tl

guishes between general knowledge, Gc, and do ma i n

tlue ncy will ,1 ttempt to perform the simple tasks

specific or speciali zed knowledge, Gkn .

lJUickly but their speed will be uneven, proceeding in

fits and starts . Wh,, t h<t ppens is that cert<tin items

briefly "capture" thei r <�ttention <tnd then it is di ffic u lt
t o move on to the next item smoothl y. Thus, the n<tme

" processing speed" may be a bit o f <1 misnomer,

ug

gesting too broad <1 con !.truc t. It is not the speed of all

t v pl'S of pron•s.;ing. lt b the <>pel•d and fluency with

which ,, person can perform a .;elf-paced, attention
demanding task.
People who per form wl'll in Gs tasks tend to be ble
to learn tasks wdl and can "automatize" them

Two add itio nal kinds of acqu i red knowledge are so

important that they are named separa tely. They arc
readi n&'writi ng ability (Grw) and quantitative abili ty

(Gq). These refer to speci fic skills of reading decod ing,
spelli ng, calculations procedures and other }ow-level

academic sk ills. Wlwn a student pe rfo rms complex aca
demic tasks such as writing an t.?ssay, Grw skills are
used, but also gene ral knowledge (Gc) is employed
and, if the essays involves reasoni ng thilt is novel to the
student, flui d reason in g (Gf).

o thnt

t hey c<�n be pt•rformed without con uming attcntional

resource . For example, w he n people first Jea rn to drive
,, car. it rClJUi rt's ,,ll of tlwir .1 ttention to opemtc the
vehick s,lfcly. After a few wee ks of d ri ving, they can
Jrive long dist<�nccs without bt.• ing m en tally fa ti gu ed

A COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE MODEL
APPLIED TO INDIVIDUALS
The mind is ce rtainly more complex than ciln be cap
tured via any si ngle proposed cognitive performance

bv the a c tiv ity. fhcy can ewn conver t· with other peo

model. However, it i s better to start with a simple

.1ccklcnts. For people with high Gs, this <1lltomati7ation

model at all and flounder in uncertainty. Here, in fig

ple in the t.'<lr without n ppn•cia bly incwasing the risk o f
process

t·e ms to occ ur more rapidly and more thor

o ughly.

Proll'Ssing speed (Gs) is the a bili ty that dt•clincs the
mo.;t w ith agt• .1 nd dccre<lses tlw most ahcr almost anv
kind of brain injury. It is (or this reason that neuropsy
cholngi'its ust• pr<Keso;ing

wed test:-. to screen for the

dft•l ts of possible b rain inju rit.•s. Cs is .1bo extremely
st•ns itiw to minor tl uduations in alertness .md .;obrie ty.
Most peopk• are fairly con istent in tl1l'ir pl•rformn nt·c

on tlwo;e tt.>sls, but some people are t.•xtremdy va riable.
Sometimes

wople

with

below

normal

processi ng

speed ddicits t'a n, on a po rticula rly good day, perform
.1 t an awragl• levd. For this reason , it is ,, good idea to
lllt'<lsure this a bil ity in sever,11 ways acros.; different
Jays to makt! surt.> tll<l t iln accurate estimate of t he indi
vidual's Gs ability is obt< ined.

m odel that approximates the truth than to have no
ure M . l , we pre

nt a variation of a model th<� l we pro

posed in Schneider an d McGrew

(20 11). Both

models

J raw heavily from cognitive processing models pro

post•d by Wood cock ( 1 993) and Kyllonen

(2002) but dif

fer from both those m od els in that our models nre more
.l ctailcd anJ more closely

aligned with developments

in OK fheory. The major difference betw een this
model and the Schneid er and McGrew (2011) model is
how

working

memory

is

conceptualized.

Ma n y

rest•a rchers represe nt worki ng memory as a gateway

from perception to lo ng- te rm memory {e.g., Baddeley,
l W!6). l lowl·vcr, many researchers are reporti ng find
ings that uAAcst that percept ual systems interact
J i rcdly with long-term memory and that workin g
nwmory is si mply the activa ted porti on of lo n g- term
memory (e.g ., Cow«n, 1 995). It will li kely be a long time
before this debate is settled conclusively. Fortu nately, in
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Long-Term Memory
Gc/Gkn/Gq/Grw = Breadth, Depth,
and Complexity of Knowledge
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Efficiency of
Attentional Control
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Gv/Ga/Go/Gh/Gk =
Complexity
of Perceptual
Processing

Gf = Complexity of Reasoning
within Working Memory

Gs = Attentional
Fluency

Working Memory
Decisions

Figure 64 . 1

Cognitive performance model

with CHC ab1lities os porome•ers of information process1ng.

terms of predicting the performance of individuals, this
difference may not matter that much.

fused. Howcve some individuals are better at process
ing complex sensory information than others and these
differences persist even after extensive practice and

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
OF SENSAT ION AND PERCEPTION
In the cognitive performance model in Figure 64.1, sen
sations are perceived by their respective sensory
organs and then processed by different perccptuell sys
tems. People vary not only in their sensory acuity, but
also in the speed of perception (Gt, and possibly Gs).
Some people are able to extract much more detailed
and complex information from their perce ptions and
these differences are often driven by domain-specific
abilities such as Gv, visual-spatial ability. Of course,

training.
In the domain of reading, the higher-order percep
tual skills associated with sound (auditory processing
ability) have a special relationship with the ability to
use phonics skills to sound out unfamiliar words (Gath
ercole, 2006). Skilled readers do not usually sound out
familiar words; they simply retrieve the word's sounds
ilnd meaning directly from memory. For very skilled
readers, this process occurs automatically; skilled read
ers can't help re<�ding words they see. Howeve when
encountering unfamiliar words, even skilled readers
sound them out. For people with poor auditory pro

experience alters how much a person can t<�ke in all at
once. Any videogame novice is daunted by observing

cessing ability, the process of mapping sounds to letters

how much experienced garners can simulta neously
process on screens that seem to be, at first, scenes of

read, a child with low Ga must rely heavily on rote

blooming, buzzing confusion. However, <�fter deep
immersion in the g<�me, the novice is no longer con

so, the child's reading problems may become serious

is effortful and error-prone. Thus, when learning to
memory to recognize words. If a child is unable to do
enough to warrilnt a diagnosis of phonological dyskxin
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(word reading problems caused primarily by the inabil
ity to hear speech sounds distinctly).

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
OF WORKING MEMORY
Different cognitive ability factors are nssociated with
different nspects of nttention and attentional control.
Within the Short-Term Memory (Gsm) factor, a person's
memory spnn is a measure of how much informntion n
person can maintain in an activated state. In Figure
64.1, memory span is associated with the size o f the
activated area of long term memory. Being able to hold
more information in an activated state is advantilgeous
in complex tasks such as reading comprehension, text
composition, and applied math problems becnuse
information cnn be combined in working memory in
ways that facilitate comprehension and problem
solving.
More complex measures of Gsm (ones that re quire
simultaneous storage ilnd processing of information)
measure not only how much information can be main
tained in nn activated state but also the e ffici ency o f
atten tion.:�l control (i.e., divided attention, selective
attention, and concentration). Measures of processi ng
speed (Gs) arc measures of attentional fluency, speed a t
which attention can be accurately and smoothly
directed to tasks as they arc completed. No test, how
ever, is a pure measure of any ability. Te sts measuring
Gs arc influenced by many other abilities as well.
If your reading decoding skills are very poor, sound
ing out the words is likely to consume almost all of
your avuilable ilttentional resou rcl's . That is, the size of
the activated area in working me mory shrinks and it
becomes much harder to understand what your re ad
because most texts rC(]Uire that you hold information in
mind across sentences and paragraphs to make connec
tions, particula rly understanding complex aspects o f
l,1nguage such as irony and humor.
If your decoding skills are good but your working
memory cnpacity is poor, the risk of developing read
ing comprehension problems increases. Worki ng mem
ory capacity hns a strong connection with vocJbul ary
acquisition during reading. Some words occur only in
high-level text nnd most of us learn them by inference
r.:tther than by looking them up in a dictionary. That is,
looked up words are hnrd to remember but words that
arc embedded in the contl'xt a narrative are easier to
recall and use correctly. Inferring the meaning of an
unfilmiliar word i n contl.'xt often requires that the prl'
ccding sentence o r two is held in mind. Sometimes the
meaning of an unfamiliar word (e.g., "decadence") can
only be infe rred after reading the sentence nfter the
one in which it occurred (e.g., "The corporate sponsors
of the party at the conference spared no expense to

impress the acndemic researchers. Owrwhdmed, the
shy professor could not nllow himself to be at case in
the midst o f so much decadence. Watching his col
lengues pnrtaking o f and enjoying the i ndulgences n lit
tle too much, he sneered 'First comes wenlth, then
comfort, then wenkness, decay, and corruption."'). To
guess that decadence is related to the corrupting influ
ence of too much luxury and comfort, the preceding
sentences need to be maintained i n memory while the
lnst sentence is processed and in terpreted . Then the
inference is made by combining the information in all
three sentences. Skilled renders, o f course, look back
w<trd and reread sentences they do not quite under
stand. However, this is an effortful process. People with
high working memory seem to be able to infer more
meaning from of text with less effort (Calvo, 2005 ).
One way to conceptualize me<�sures of fluid intelli
gence (Gf) is that they represent the complexity of
mental representations that n person can nssemble for
the fi rst time i n working memory. For people with high
Gf abilities, complex ideas with multiple parts cnn be
held in working memory, analyzed (broken down),
synthesized (integrated with other ideas), and evnlu
<�ted (judging the relevnnce and the implications of the
idens to new situations). People with low Gf have finJ
complex ideas pnrticulnrly hard to understand unless
they <�re broken down into simple parts so th<�t they
can be mastered independently. Only then can the
parts be integrated to il coherent whole, typically with
the assistance and guidance of n gifted te<�cher.

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
OF LONG-TERM MEMORY
The speed and ease with which new information is
stored in long-term memory is measured by tests asso
ciated with the Long-term Stomge and Retrieval (Glr)
ability factor. To estimate how easily n person lenrns, we
present the cvaluee with information (sometimes all n t
once, sometimes in a structured sequence) a n d then
test the perso n's recall of the m<�terinl. In most tests, the
new information is presented and recalled many times,
often with delnys in between so that we are mensuring
long-term memory processes rather than working
memory processes.
Sometimes people have lcnrncd information but
they cilnnot recall it easily. The way that we distinguish
between a person's ability to learn and the person's
nbility to recall is to give memory tests in two different
(ormnts: one in which the person hns to recnll the infor
mation with no cues nnd one which the perso n has to
recog niz e whether or not the info rmation was pre
Sl'nted previously. Recognizing i n form<�tion is much
easier thnn rec<�ll ing it. This is why a multiple-choice
test is much easier than a free recall test that asks the
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same question. For example, could you recall the capi
tal of Poland? If not, could you identify it from among

decide you want to remember the nnme, you might
repeilt it a few times. To make the name stick in mem

these European capit<tls? Athens Berlin Lisbon London
Madrid Moscow Oslo Paris Rome Wa rs<tw Vienna. A
person with memory retrieval problems often performs
reasonably well on multiple choice tests but has diffi
culty with free reca ll formats, even more so than most
people.
The act of reading is the act of retrieving from mem
ory the meaning of a series of words and then assem
bling those ideas into a coherent whole. A reader with
slow retrieval fluency may find reading too effortfu l to
be enjoyable. If word retrieval takes too long, nttention
st<1rts to wander and it is difficult to extract meaning,
much less enjoyment from the text. Something similar
happens with solving complex problems in mathemat
ics. If a person cannot retrieve basic milth f<tcts fluently
(8 + 6, 7 x 9, 15 - 6, etc.), during the time that a person
has to recall (or calculate) the basic math fact, attention
has time to wander and the person can become lost in
the larger math problem. Thus, poor retrieval fluency
disrupts the flow of reasoning and problem-solving,
consuming attention<tl resources and increasing the
likelihood of careless errors.
The contents of long-term memory are measured
with tests of crystallized intelligence (or specialized
knowledge tests). After basic reading decoding skills
have been mastered, a primary determinant of reading
comprehension is the breath, depth, and complexity of
knowledge a person has already acquired. Most writers
assume that the reuder knows a lot of information and
leaves the reader to read between the lines. Without
the requisite vocabulary, lunguage comprehension
skills, and general knowledge, many kinds of text are
very difficult to understand.

ory, you might visualize wh<Jt Dr. Amuchastegui might
look like as you repeat the name aloud. The success of
this .:tttempt to remember the n<1me will depend on
many factors, some of which are not included in the
model (e.g., your motivation to remember, your experi
ence with Basque surnames, your level of mental
f<�tigue, <1nd many others). However, if you huve good
auditory processing (Gil) and have specialized knowl
edge (Gkn) of how to sound out Spanish words, you
are likely to succeed in sounding out the name cor
rectly. If your learning abilities (Gir) are effident, the
name is likely to be stored in long-term memory. If
your memory span is reason<�bly large, you'll be uble to
recall and integrate the det<1ils surrounding this charac
ter and the memory is likely to be more vivid than i t
otherwise would have been. This i s particularly true if
your memory representation of the events in the novel
is extremely rich, nuanced, nnd interconnected. Later, if
you run into a friend who is also reading the book, ini
tiating a conversation about the book might trigger the
memory of the unusual name and you are likely to
remember it.
If, on the other hand, the book is assigned rending
and you are not a skilled decoder (low Grw), the name
may look like gibberish ("Dr. Amhgtigiu"). If your audi
tory processing ability (Ga) is low, you mily never have
mastered the art of phonetic decoding and you might
not even try to remember the name. You might remem·
ber the character simply as "That doctor with the weird
name that started with an A or something." Without a
verbal label on which to link the character's unique
attributes, you are less likely to remember what he did
in the story, especially if the story is filled with other
characters with unusual names.

AN EXAMPLE OF QUALITATIVELY
APPLYING A COGNITIVE
PERFORMANCE MODEL
In Figure 64.1, a stimulus that is shaped like the letter A
is perceived and is currently ill the center of attention.
In order to recognize it, you need reasonable visual
acuity (corrected with glasses, if need be). If there is
sufficient visual acuity, your feature detectors must be
unimpilired and must work efficiently. The results of
the simple fen ture detectors are fed to complex feature
detectors and those results are mapped onto schemas
stored in long-term memory. In this case, the letter A is
recognized.
Suppose you are reading a novel and this letter A is
the first letter of the name of a new chnracter: "Dr.
Amuchastegui." The novelty of the name captures your
ilttention. You might decide to phonetically sound out
the nilme ilnd this will require focused attention. If you

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
IN COGNITIVE PERFO RMANCE MODELS
In the discussion of reading and the cognitive perfor
mance model above, we have taken a narrative, non·
quantitative approach. However, i t is possible to meu
sure a child's relevant cognitive abilities and use
sophisticated statistical methods to obtain an empiri
cally-based prediction of which kinds of academic
problems the child will fuce. If the child's academic
weaknesses nre already known, it is possible to use a
cognitive performance model to estimate how much
improvement in complex ilcademic skills (e.g., reuding
comprehension and applied math problem-so lving)
would result from the remediation of cognitive deficits
(e.g., attention deficits) or deficits in simple academic
skills (e.g., word decoding or math fact fluency).
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Recently Sd1neider (2010) developed methods and
softw<�re thilt allo ws clinicians to create their own cog
n i tive pe r for milncc models and apply them to individ
unls. fhis progr<:�m, the Compositator is availa ble for
free from the Woodcock- M utioz Foundation to users of
the Woodcock-Johnson Ill, Normative Update ( Wood 
cock, McGrew, Schr<�nk, & Mather, 2007), a comprehen
sive battery of tests of cognitive abilities and acad e mic
!>kilk I t is l i kely that a more ge nera l version of the soft
ware will be devdoped for users of other measures of
cognitive ;m d ilcadcmic abilities at some point i n the
future.
In Figure 64.2, the Com positato r was used to create a
very simple cognitive pe rfor mancc modl'l thilt predicts
that milthematics reasoning is a function of fluid rc<l
!>Oning, short-tcrm memory, ilnd ba k math skills. I t is
unlikely that .1 wl'll-devclopt.>d modd would be this
!>imple. This model b only for purposes of illustration.
fhc model's predictions were applied to < n individ
ual who

truggles with math CJkul<ltion .1nd < pplied

mnth problems th<1t rt't]uirc ll unn titn tiv c rl'<lstming. fhe
line:-. .1nd numlwrs represent .1 statbtical p roced u re
called pa th an n lys is . A p..tth analy'>is is J set of multiple
rq.; n•ssion t'tl uations th<1t use some v.1riables to predict
other v<lri.:�blc'>. The numbers and line may look likt•

v bua l gobbl ed ygoo k but they represent a precise set of
p redictions about what is likely to happen if any one of

the model in Figure 6-4.2 is correct, the st ude nt's math
skills would imp rove if the short-term memory prob.
Jems were remediated to the <:�vcrage runge (the gray
nrea in the middle). Predictions are not expected to be
perfectly accurate and the model gives an estimate of
the likely range of scores that m igh t occur if t he reme
diation of short-term memory were to be achieved. Th e
i m p roveme nts are not expected to happen instantly
and it is not expected to occur if the new math skills are
not l!xplicitly tilught. However, the model does provide
parents, teachers, and clinicians some direction n bout
wh<l t to do ilnd some hope that the remedia t ion efforts
could pay off. Such predictions, of course, are only
likely to be accurate if the model upon wh ich it is based
is v<11id. An ina ccu rate cognitive performance model
will resu lt i n predictions that are unlikely to come true.
fh us, the clinkiiln creating the cognitive pe rform.: tncc
model must base it on solid science.
Future resea rch will need to be conducted to sec if
the use of such cognitive performance models resu lt s
in better outcomes for students. for now, the use of
cog nitive performa nce models ilppl ied to individ u<1ls
in this manner is experimental. ft is hoped thilt better
methods and pril c tical tools for clinicia ns will inspin.>
research e rs to develop better <�nd more sophisticated
cognitive pt.!r forma n ce models that will be truly useful
for struggling ch ildren .

the student's cognitiw or ac<1demk abilities were to

l.h.1 n gc . l·or t•x amp lc, this cognitive perform<lnc.·c model

pn•dkts th<1t if the student's weaknesses in :-.hort-tcrm
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